Search and Find

General Search for Literature

Metasearch query

List of results

- Full text
- Library Collection
- Bibliographical references

SFX

- Full text through SFX
- Search Library catalogue
- Search EZB

Specific search for Literature / Fact-finding

Find appropriate database

Databases – browse through list sorted by subject area

Search with keywords in the search box of the HSG website or google (keyword AND site: unisg.ch)

Databases for fact-finding:
- Thomson Reuters Eikon
- ORBIS
- WRDS
- Datastream/Bloomberg (01-U206)
- Swisslex

Advantage:
- Specific search options
- Higher precision, fewer irrelevant hits

Beware:
Some databases (e.g. Factiva) are not included in the Metasearch nor in the SFX search!
Information Cloudscape

**Metasearch**
- HSG-Databases
  - Library catalogue (incl. EDIS, EDOK)
  - Repository Alexandria

**Subscription databases**
- Science Direct, SCOPUS
- Springer, Wiley, T&F etc.
- Wiso
- ECONIS, SOLIS
- HeinOnline
- Web of Science
- Open Access

**Library catalogue**

**Full text**

**References**

**SFX-search**

**EBSCO databases**

**Beware:**
Not all databases are included in the Metasearch.
SFX will only search other subscription databases to see if a full text can be found for a particular reference.

**Subscription databases (without SFX, not in metasearch)**
- Lexis Nexis (partly)
- Factiva
- Market-/Finance databases
- Law databases (D, CH)

**Subscription databases (with SFX, not included in metasearch)**
- ProQuest (ABI/INFORM)